
Single Goal, Several Tactics

Single-mindedness is probably the least appreciated prerequisite for success.  If you aren’t
definite in your purpose, you’ll flounder.

But purpose is different than process.  Getting all juiced up to be single-minded and
definite takes work, and if achieved, it usually spills over from ends to means.  You get
single-minded in your goal and tactics.  You decide exactly what you’re trying to achieve
and exactly how to go about it.

If you’re right about the tactics, this is awesome.  You cut through the crap and speed past
all the wanderers and experimenters.  But you’re almost never right about the tactics with
enough precision to predetermine a course and stick to it.  There are too many unknowns. 
If your definiteness is with the tactics and you’re off even by a hair, you’ll miss the mark
entirely.

But being tactic-flexible tends to bleed into goal-flexibility, which gets you back to the
double-minded wishy-washiness you’re trying to free yourself from.

You’ve got to have something you’re willing to die for.  But only one thing at a time.  One
thing that’s your all-or-nothing purpose.  Everything else should be flexible.

Flexible doesn’t mean flimsy.  More like “strong opinions, weakly held“.  You filter and
choose tactics and act as if they are true unless and until new information surfaces –
information that you are actively searching for.  Indecision is a killer, so there’s got to be a
clear pursuit of whatever tactics currently make the most sense while constantly observing
and adjusting to new information and insight, ready to completely flip tactics without fear if
better ones are clear.

All without changing that fixed, definite end goal.  The purpose remains permanent and
singular, while a series of temporarily singular tactics get swapped and pursued in rapid
succession.

This shit is really hard.  It takes a lot of work to master either of these – definite purpose
and flexible tactics – and damn-near super-strength to do both without going insane.
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